AMENDMENT PURSUANT TO 37 C.F.R. § 1.111

Dear Sir:

In response to the Office Action mailed August 21, 1997, please enter this amendment and consider the following remarks in accordance with the provisions of 37 C.F.R. § 1.111.

IN THE TITLE:

Please replace the title with the following:

—Method and Apparatus For Enabling Real-time Bi-directional Transactions On A Network—
IN THE ABSTRACT:

Please replace the abstract with the following:

The present invention provides a method and apparatus for providing real-time, two-way transactional capabilities on the Web. Specifically, one embodiment of the present invention discloses a method for enabling object routing, the method comprising the steps of creating a virtual information store containing information entries and attributes associating each of the information entries and the attributes with an object identity, and assigning a unique network address to each of the object identities. A method is also disclosed for enabling service management of the value-added network service, to perform OAM&P functions on the services network.

IN THE CLAIMS:

Please cancel Claims 1-11 without prejudice to the filing of continuations and divisionals.

Please amend the claims as follows:

(Amended) A method for enabling object routing on the World Wide Web, said method for enabling object routing comprising the steps of:

1. creating a virtual information store containing information entries
2. and attributes;]
associating an object identity with [each of said] information entries and [said] attributes [with an object identity], wherein the object identity represents a networked object; storing said information entries and said attributes in a virtual information store; and assigning a unique network address to [each of] said object [identities]


15. (Amended) The method in claim 14 further comprising the step of utilizing said unique network address to identify and route said object [identities] identity on the Internet.

16. (Amended) The method in claim 15 wherein said step of associating said object identity with [each of] said information entries and said attributes [with said object identity] in said virtual information store further includes the step of [storing] associating a name, a syntax and an encoding for each of said object [identities] identity.

17. (Amended) The method in claim 16 wherein said name [of] associated with said object identity specifies an object type.

18. (Amended) The method in claim 17 further comprising the step of utilizing said unique network address of [each of] said object [identities]
identity to perform Operations, Administration, Maintenance & Provisioning (OAM&P) functions.

20. (Amended) An object router on [the] a World Wide Web, said object router comprising:
   [means for creating a virtual information store containing information entries and attributes;]
   means for associating [each of said] an object identity with information entries and [said] attributes [with an object identity], wherein the object identity represents a networked object;
   means for storing said information entries and said attributes in a virtual information store; and
   means for assigning a unique network address to [each of] said object identities identity.

21. (Amended) The object router in claim 20 further comprising
   means for utilizing said unique network address to identify and route said object identities identity on the World Wide Web.

22. (Amended) The [method] object router in claim 20 further comprising means for utilizing said unique network address to identify and route said object identities identity on the Internet.

23. (Amended) The [method] object router in claim 20 wherein said means for associating said object identity with [each of] said information entries and said attributes [with said object identity] in said virtual information store further includes means for [storing] associating a name, a syntax and an encoding for [each of] said object identities identity.
(Amended) The [method] object router in claim 25 wherein said name of said object identity specifies an object type.

(Amended) The [method] object router in claim 24 wherein said object type and an object instance uniquely identify an instantiation of said object type.

(Amended) The [method] object router in claim 25 wherein said syntax defines a data structure for said object type.

(Amended) The [method] object router in claim 20 further comprising the step of utilizing said unique network address of [each of] said object [identities] identity to perform Operations, Administration, Maintenance & Provisioning (OAM&P) functions.

REMARKS

Applicant respectfully requests consideration of the subject application as amended herein. This Amendment is submitted in response to an Office Action dated August 21, 1997. Claims 1-27 stand rejected. In this Amendment, the title of the invention and the Abstract have been replaced, Claims 1-11 have been cancelled without prejudice to the filing of continuations and divisionals, and Claims 12-16 and 19-27 have been amended.

In the August 21, 1997 Office Action, the Examiner objected to the title of the invention as not being descriptive, and requested a new title that is clearly indicative of the invention to which the claims are directed. Claims 1-27 were rejected under 35 U.S.C. §112, second paragraph, as being indefinite.
for failing to particularly point out and distinctly claim the subject matter which the Applicant regards as the invention. Finally, the Examiner also rejected Claims 1-27 under 35 U.S.C. §103(a) as being unpatentable over Davison, Andrew (Dr. Dobbs Journal, v20, n6 June 1995 (Pages 70-79, marked as pages 1-17 of the printed out copy of the reference)).

Applicant respectfully submits that the abstract and the title of the invention have been replaced and respectfully request the Examiner to withdraw the objections to the abstract and to the title of the invention. Claims 12-16 and 19-27 have also been amended solely to more particularly point out and distinctly claim the subject matter which Applicant regards as the invention. Applicant therefore requests the Examiner to withdraw the 35 U.S.C. §112, second paragraph, rejections to the claims.

Applicant also respectfully submits that Claims 12-27 are patentable over Davison. Specifically, Davison does not teach or suggest a method or apparatus for enabling object routing on a World Wide Web. Davison does not teach or suggest associating an object identity with information entries and attributes wherein the object identity represents a networked object. Additionally, Davison does not teach or suggest storing the information entries and attributes in a virtual information store and assigning a unique network address to each object identity.

The Examiner contends that Davison teaches the above elements in "an HTML Web page with URL links to application programs," thus rendering the claimed invention unpatentable. Applicants respectfully submit that the object identities according to the presently claimed invention are distinctly different from an HTML page with URL links. As claimed in amended independent Claims 12 and 20, the object identity represents a
networked object where the address for each networked object essentially establishes the individual object as an "IP-reachable" or accessible node on the Internet. This Internet address is used to uniquely identify and access the object from the virtual information store.

This type of an "object" is significantly different from an HTML page that is accessed via a URL. Although an HTML page may be utilized by a user to specify the type of transaction desired (e.g., a POSvc application is essentially viewed by the user as a Web page, as described in the specification), the HTML page described in Davison is simply an entry form and does not provide any type of object routing capability, as presently claimed in independent Claims 12 and 20. Davison describes how to create a standard HTML Web page that contains HTML forms. These forms are non-interactive Web pages that do not allow a user to perform live, real-time, bi-directional transactions, with object routing, as claimed.

In contrast, according to the presently claimed invention, as described in the specification on Page 15, for example, if a Web merchant decides to offer a POSvc application that allows access to checking and savings accounts, the object identities according to the claimed invention refer to the individual checking and savings accounts, not to the POSvc application Web page. Each account is an individual network addressed object that is accessible on the Internet. Thus as claimed in Claim 12, for example, each account is an object identity associated with information entries and attributes, and the object identity represents a networked object. The object identity (the account) is associated with a unique network address, and the unique network address is utilized to identify and route the object identity on the World Wide Web. This type of an object routing system is not taught or suggested by Davison. As such Applicant respectfully submits that the claimed invention is
patentable over Davison and requests the Examiner to withdraw the rejection to the claims under 35 U.S.C. §103(a).

In conclusion, it is respectfully submitted that in view of the amendments and remarks set forth herein, that all objections and rejections have been overcome. All claims are now in condition for allowance and such action is earnestly solicited. If there are any additional charges, please charge them to our Deposit Account Number 02-2666. If a telephone conference would facilitate the prosecution of this application, the Examiner is invited to contact Jim H. Salter at (408) 720-8598.

Respectfully submitted,
BLAKELY, SOKOLOFF, TAYLOR & ZARMAN LLP

Date: [10/30/1997]

James H. Salter
Registration Number: 35,668

12400 Wilshire Boulevard,
Seventh Floor
Los Angeles, CA 90025-1026
(408) 720-8598
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1. The communication is responsive to the applicant's amendments and remarks filed 10-27.
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3. The allowed claims are dated 10-27.

4. The drawings filed on 10-27 are accepted.
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9. Note the attached NOTICE OF REFERENCES CITED, PTO-948.
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   d. Formal drawings are now REQUIRED.
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